The Salimbaa
Caleb Byerly
Editor’s Note: The following is an account of a supernatural event that demonstrates the
power just one life can have in shaping a nation for Jesus Christ. Caleb Byerly, along with
his wife, Gladys, is the founder of EverGreen Missions, an international missions movement focused on transforming communities with the goal of impacting nations. Caleb has
been used particularly among indigenous tribes, helping them unlock their God-given identity by redeeming indigenous music, dance, and poetry. To learn more about Caleb and his
ministry, visit www.evergreenmission.com and check out Morningstar Ministries’ recently
aired Prophetic Prospectives television shows featuring Caleb and the Salimbaa (episodes
entitled “The Salimbaa, Part 1” and “The Salimbaa, Part 2”).
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he Dream that Changed
Everything

On November 5, 2013, I
went to sleep and had a dream.
In the dream I saw a large tribe
of people reaching their hands out
and calling my name. I looked at
them and asked which tribe they
were from. They said, “We are the
Tinananon tribe.”
I then saw the tribe’s chief
carrying an instrument shaped
like a bowl and made of metal.
A wooden ring was wrapping
around the bowl, and thirty
strings connected to the wooden
ring stretched from the outside
of the bowl to the middle. This
fascinated me. As I leaned in to

look closely at the instrument,
I received a full download of its
dimensions. Then the chief put
it down on a table and began to
play. Heavenly music filled the air.
Then I woke up. I immediately
grabbed my journal and wrote
everything I had seen. I drew
pictures of the instrument and
I wrote down the word I had
heard—“Tinananon.” I had never
heard this word before.
I researched everything I could
about the word “Tinananon.” I
searched archives of mission organizations and archives of tribes and
languages of the Philippines since
I was living there at the time, but
none of them had a people group
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I’m not asking a
man about some
random word that I
heard in a random
dream!” But the
Lord insisted: “I
want you to ask
this man about the
Tinananon.”

listed as “Tinananon.” I was also
so interested in the instrument
that I tried to create it, but I could
not figure it out. Things kept
breaking and I could not get what
I was trying to do. After months
of asking, searching, and creating,
I gave up. I figured it must have
been one of those wild dreams
people have sometimes.
A Divine Connection
About six months later while
traveling on public transportation in the Philippines, I noticed
that a man sitting on one side of
me was staring. I began talking
to him and realized he was a
believer in Jesus Christ. As we
talked, the Holy Spirit spoke to
me saying, “Ask this man about
the Tinananon tribe.” I was
shocked and told the Lord, “No!

So I built up the
courage and asked
the man. “Umm
sir, do you happen to know
Tinenanon?” His eyes brightened
as he paused and stared at me.
After a few seconds, he leaned in
and asked, “How do you know
my tribe?”
I didn’t know what to say
except, “I need to show you
something.” From my bag I
grabbed my journal from six
months ago when I had the
dream. I showed him where I had
written the word “Tinananon.”
He shook his head and said,
“You would not believe what
I’m about to tell you. Remember
earlier when I kept staring at you
in the bus?”
“Yeah, what was that about?”
“Well, the reason I stared
at you is because I’ve seen you
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before. It was also in a dream!
Three years ago, God gave me
a dream and I saw you come to
our people bringing the Gospel
to the Tinananon tribe. We are a
scattered tribe of 100,000 people
located in a mountain range
cut off from the rest of society
and surrounded by Islamic war
training camps. This is one of
the most dangerous places in the
world. We are the native people
of the land, but it is nearly
impossible to go in and out of
this area safely.”
I was convinced this was from
God. I told the man that before
I visited his tribe, I needed to try
to make the instrument I had seen
one more time. I worked another
three months, putting all of my
blood, sweat, tears, and money
into making the instrument. I

asked the Holy Spirit to give me
wisdom and insight. With His
help and the help of my precious
wife, we successfully created the
instrument exactly as I saw it
in the dream. Finally, I put the
strings on the instrument and
tuned it up. As I struck it for the
first time, tears flowed down my
face—I heard the exact sound
from the dream. I was ready to go.
A Perilous Journey
I flew the next day and traveled
ten and a half hours to the border
of the mountain range where
the tribe was located. My friend
and ministry partner, Ansulao,
traveled with me. We met up with
the man I had met on the public
transportation at the foothills of
the mountain range and covered
up for safety. The three of us
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hopped on a motorbike with the
instrument and started along a
beaten path into the mountain.
The path that we took was
immediately difficult to negotiate.
Ansulao had to put all of his focus
and strength into keeping us from
flying off the motorbike. Looking
into the sky, my heart sank as I
saw a huge dark cloud coming
toward us. Before long, a storm
swept through as if a river was
flowing down the whole mountainside. Our motorbike flooded.
We fought through to a mountain
drop off. A small hanging bridge
with two ropes and wooden planks
connected two mountains. That
was our only way across. Should
we risk our lives by crossing the
shaky bridge? We had to think
quickly because another storm
was coming.

control of the motorbike. We hit a
large stone and went flying. As we
were mid-air, I thought about my
pregnant wife and baby to come.
Suddenly, we hit the ground.
We landed on a bed of soft, green
grass! How did we get there?
I have no clue, but God saved
us from falling off the cliff. We
climbed back onto the motorbike
and entered the tribal area.
An Ancient Prophecy
As I looked at the people, I
saw that their faces were the same

We decided to go for it.
Climbing back on the motorbike,
we gently entered the bridge and
realized that we couldn’t stay on
for long or else the rope would
snap. Ansulao hit the throttle. As
the bridge swung to the right, we
leaned to the left and as it swung
to the left, we leaned to the right.
Thankfully, we finally got to the
other side of the cliff. As soon
as we got to earth, Ansulao lost
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faces I had seen in the dream. This
was the place! The Holy Spirit
spoke to me again. He said, “I
want you to take the instrument
to the Chief.”
I thought for a second,
wondering if there even was a
chief of the Tinananon tribe. We
asked people if they had a chief
and where he was located. They

answered, “He is on the other side
of the mountain, three and a half
hours away.”
So we got back on the
motorbike and went that
direction. Finally, we arrived at an
old wooden house. We knocked
on a nearly rotted wooden door. A
few seconds later the door opened
and an elderly man stood there. I
politely asked him, “Are you the
Chief?”
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Quietly and slowly he said,
“Yes I am.”
“We are traveling here for the
first time and before we go to
different places in your tribe, I
want to give this to you.” I handed
the instrument to him.
His eyes widened as he took
the instrument and placed it
on a table. He stared at it as if
frightened, intently observing
every detail and dimension. He
looked at me and said, “Where
did you get this?”
“I made it.”
He asked again, “Where did
you get this?”
I replied, “I had some ideas
about making it and I just made
it.”
He shook his head and said for
the third time, “I’m serious. Where
did you get this instrument?”
“Okay, months ago I had a
dream where I heard the name
of your tribe for the first time. I
also got the full design for this
instrument. I believe my God
gave me this dream.”

He looked at me with curiosity
and said, “Do you know what this
is?”
“Truthfully, I don’t.”
“I have something to show
you.” He took me around back to
another small house. Opening the
wooden door, I peeked into this
room and saw many objects—
old clay and metal bowls, pottery,
and clothing from hundreds of
years ago. I could tell that this was
tangible evidence that this tribe
had existed for centuries.
There was also a whole wall
of ancient instruments, including
drums, stringed instruments, and
bells. But one section was empty.
He pointed at that section and
said, “Over a century ago, our
most sacred instrument was taken
away from us. It was called the
Salimbaa. We believe that the
enemy took the instrument away
from us, but one day, the God of
all gods will restore the instrument
back to us. We also believe that
the time the Creator restores the
Salimbaa back to us also means
that God is coming back to the
earth to restore His people.”
He paused and then looked
at me with fire in his eyes. “The
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instrument that you brought today
is the Salimbaa! We believe that
God brought you, a messenger,
to us to let us know that God is
coming back soon!”
They immediately brought
the leaders of the tribe together
to dedicate the Salimbaa back to
God. They set the instrument in
its place and prayed saying, “God,
today we ordain Your servant
Caleb as one of our leaders.” They
placed a headpiece of a chief on
me and said, “Here is the key to
our tribe. Whatever you decide,
we will follow.”
Humbled, I asked, “If there’s
anything that I can do for you,
what would it be?”
The Chief replied, “Help
us translate your book into our
language.”
Excitedly, I leaned in and said,
“Are you talking about the Bible?”
He said, “Yes!”
A Miracle Leading to Revival
Since that time, the Lord has
allowed me to stand in front of
CEOs of major Bible translation
organizations around the world.

I’ve been able to present the
Tinananon tribe to them and they
agreed to start a Bible-translation
project.
In 2015, the Bible translation
project was initiated by taking
two well-educated people from
the Tinananon tribe and training
them in Bible translation and
community development. These
two are also helping to build
the tribe up to read and study
the Bible. What’s the purpose of
translating the Bible if the people
can’t read it? A big portion of the
work will be establishing schools
for the tribe to learn to read and
write.
Not long after everything
unfolded with the Bible translation, I took some friends, strong
believers from a neighboring tribe,
to see the Tinananon. When we
got there, we were asked to visit
some of the Tinananon homes.
As we approached the village
we were visiting, we noticed that
the people did not seem too
excited to see us. We could feel
their thoughts as they stared.
I wondered if we should turn
around because it was obvious
they didn’t like our presence. As
with most tribal groups, it would
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take time to build a trusting relationship before they would
share life. Tribal groups have hard
hearts towards outsiders as a way
of protecting their land, and we
understood why they were this
way.
We entered one of their homes
with smiles, complimenting them
on how well the home was built.
They rekindled the fire to brew
some local corn coffee. We shared
stories, telling them about our
lives. We didn’t intend to preach
because we don’t do that at first.
We share life, which shares Jesus
in itself.
As the steaming dark corn
coffee came to us, they started
sharing about the lack of crops.
They said that because of
drought, they hadn’t had a yield of
produce. We knew this was a big
issue because the Tinananon are
farmers and their entire livelihood
depends on their crops.
As they told us their situation,
one of my friends shared that
the same thing happened to his
people. The people had asked
Jesus for rain. Sure enough, it
rained!
Something sparked in their

eyes. The Tinananon simply said,
“That’s what we want too.” We
were surprised by their response
but we said, “We can ask the Lord
for rain, if you want to.” They
eagerly said, “Yes, let’s ask Him!”
We began to pray and I felt the
atmosphere change in the home.
Faith was activated in their hearts.
We said, “Father, we thank You for
Your promise over the Tinananon
and we ask for rain to come.”
As soon as we said that, loud
thunder rumbled across the
sky! The people looked up at
us with amazement. It started
pouring down rain, and it rained
throughout the night. This broke
the people’s hearts. They began to
cry and worship God saying that
He was really real!
The Journey Continues
Since that time, a much larger
door opened for us to share life
with the Tinananon. They have
welcomed us and opened their
homes. There is a trust that can
only be obtained through the
power of the Holy Spirit. We are
dedicated to seeing the kingdom
of God come to the tribe, but
done in a way that is Tinananon,
not Western or American. Only
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God can do such a thing, like
when He brought the message of
salvation through the Salimbaa—
the Tinananon symbol of the
Messiah coming to their people.
In every step we take with
the Tinananon, we desire for His
kingdom to come and His will to
be done. God has a heart for the
people that the rest of the world
doesn’t know about. The Father
truly does search the world for
people who will worship Him in
spirit and truth.
This experience has been life
changing. We have been doing
mission work for ten years, but
the journey with the Tinananon
has been a huge shift. We must
be continually sensitive to His
leading more than ever. I’ve
realized that hearing the leading
of His voice can only be obtained

through a loving and real relationship with Him, and by knowing
who I am—a saint in the royal
priesthood.
I have tried to get ahead of the
Lord on this journey at times, but
I quickly learned that I can’t do it
without Him. Every day is a step
of faith, just like the day I woke
up from the dream. We have had
to make risky steps of faith, but
we are certain that a good Father
backs us up. That’s what I am
amazed by—that we have a good
Father who loves this world and
desires for all to be saved, even
a people group that no one else
knows about.
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Caleb and his wife, Gladys, are the founders of
Evergreen Missions. With a love for Jesus and
a desire to hear God’s voice, their focus is to
partner with God in bringing His kingdom to
the earth. They focus mostly on mentoring and
discipling indigenous leaders who go to their own
people and bring life from Christ Jesus. Powerful
friendship with locals in these different locations
is expanding God’s kingdom of love and developing a strong biblical-based foundation for the next generation. Caleb and Gladys are
ministering the Father’s love to the indigenous, training and equipping
leaders and pastors for the end-day harvest.
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